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Texas Hostin becomes a subsidiary of TIERRA Hosting
We are pleased to announce that Texas Hostin has become a subsidiary of TIERRA Hosting. This merger
will provide Texas Hostin the opportunity to take advantage of TIERRA Hosting's great fleet of fantastic
servers and wonderful customer support.
Nov. 3, 2011 - PRLog -- Today it was announced that Texas Hostin (http://www.texashost.in) has officially
become a subsidiary of TIERRA Hosting, LLC.
TIERRA Hosting's responded that they are very pleased by this merger, "Texas Hostin joining the
TIERRA family is a great opportunity for our friends and neighbors in Texas to monopolize on the fantastic
infrastructure that makes up TIERRA Hosting". They added, "We will be adding two additional servers
very soon which will be dedicated just to Texas Hostin derived clients".
Texas Hostin has been in the web hosting industry since 2010. Since that time they have accumulated 118
hosted clients. All clients of the company will automatically be "rolled over" to TIERRA Hosting. In
addition, 2 servers under Texas Hostin's control will be migrated to TIERRA Hosting's control.
It was also mentioned that Texas Hostin will be getting a face-lift as the designers of TIERRA Hosting are
creating a new and unique website for them. When visited websites' address at http://www.texashost.in
presents a clean and appealing web page.
###
About TIERRA Hosting:
TIERRA Hosting is a full service web service provider. Web Design, Web Hosting, Domain Registration,
and more, are all available at the companies website - http://www.tierrahosting.com.
TIERRA Hosting provides full service turn-key website solutions. Affordable packages for all your website
design and hosting needs.
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